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 5A centralised cloud management platform allowing 

access to all your switches, access points and firewalls, 

even over multiple sites or separate schools in a trust.

 Deliver proactive support to your customers from any 

location and in real-time.

 Replicate settings and easily deploy new hardware to 

new sites as the Academy/School grows.

 A simple yet powerful approach to monitor network 

performance, ensuring administrators can pro-actively 

put improvements in place before education 

is impacted.

 Nebula administrators are given an easy way to map out 

the network with built in network topology functionality.

Today’s curriculum relies on IT

Today’s curriculum relies on IT

With limited resource available for IT Support in schools, onsite 

management of networks can be difficult, slow, and expensive. Yet 

today’s curriculum is IT-first. Cloud applications drive the curriculum in 

schools, and that means connectivity and access to the internet must be 

immediate in classrooms to avoid any impact on education time. With 

33% of secondary schools, and 26% of primary schools experience losing 

either data, connectivity or even money, it’s vital that schools address 

their network management black holes and create a secure, sustainable 

network that can be accessed and managed remotely with ease.

Solve your school’s network
challenges with Zyxel

Zyxel offers a range of network, security and wireless solutions 

perfect for schools looking to deliver applications through the cloud. 

These can all be managed using Nebula, Zyxel’s cloud management 

platform designed to make school network management productive 

and easy to execute.



Advanced Threat Protection

WiFi 6 Switches

 Zero Day Threat Protection – sandboxing prevent newly 

developed and zero-day threats from 

impacting the networks.

 Detailed and powerful reporting designed to monitor 

network performance while identifying 

abnormal behaviour and threats.

 Microsoft Azure Certified.

 Supports Google Authenticator for 2FA for VPN, Captive 

Portal and Administration Access.

 Increase capacity of the school’s wireless network 

by 200-500%.

 Increase data transfer speeds to 10Gbps via 802.11ax 

dual band (2.4ghz & 5ghz). Used in combination 

with 1024 QAM.

 Assign different parts of the wireless spectrum to 

different users, improving traffic coordination 

and capacity.

 Resource Unit Scheduling - Rationalizing transmission 

channel usage by allocating and scheduling the 

resource units allows transmission channels to be 

reused Portal and Administration Access.

 Increase network capacity and stability by reducing 

interference between same-channel APs by adding 

channel color information.

 Check real-time status intuitively by cloud and 

PoE LED indicators.

 Smart fan and fanless designs offer silent operations 

across the school.

 High-bandwidth with four built-in 10G SFP+ uplinks (XGS1930 Series).

 Multi-Gigabit (100M/1G/2.5G/5G/10G) switches improve network 

capacity using existing cabling for a simple upgrade.

 Bonding links increases capacity and resilience giving an always 

on approach in the case of cable fault.
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